Stream-brain phase entrainment is robust to acoustic interference [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] provided that target streamevoked rhythmic activity can be segregated from noncoherent activity evoked by other sounds [21] , a process that usually builds up over time [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, it has remained unclear whether streambrain phase entrainment functionally contributes to this buildup of rhythmic streams or whether it is merely an epiphenomenon of it. Here, we addressed this issue directly by experimentally manipulating endogenous stream-brain phase entrainment in human auditory cortex with non-invasive transcranial alternating current stimulation (TACS) [28] [29] [30] . We assessed the consequences of these manipulations on the perceptual buildup of the target stream (the time required to recognize its presence in a noisy background), using behavioral measures in 20 healthy listeners performing a naturalistic listening task. Experimentally induced cyclic 4-Hz variations in stream-brain phase entrainment reliably caused a cyclic 4-Hz pattern in perceptual buildup time. Our findings demonstrate that strong endogenous delta/theta stream-brain phase entrainment accelerates the perceptual emergence of task-relevant rhythmic streams in noisy environments.
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In Brief
Riecke et al. studied how humans can identify a rhythmic sound sequence in background noise. Using brain stimulation, they found that synchronization of ongoing brain rhythms with a sound sequence accelerates the detection of this sequence. This implies that the brain can employ its ongoing rhythms as critical instruments in scene analysis.
SUMMARY
In many natural listening situations, meaningful sounds (e.g., speech) fluctuate in slow rhythms among other sounds. When a slow rhythmic auditory stream is selectively attended, endogenous delta (1-4 Hz) oscillations in auditory cortex may shift their timing so that higher-excitability neuronal phases become aligned with salient events in that stream [1, 2] . As a consequence of this stream-brain phase entrainment [3] , these events are processed and perceived more readily than temporally nonoverlapping events [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , essentially enhancing the neural segregation between the attended stream and temporally noncoherent streams [12] . Stream-brain phase entrainment is robust to acoustic interference [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] provided that target streamevoked rhythmic activity can be segregated from noncoherent activity evoked by other sounds [21] , a process that usually builds up over time [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, it has remained unclear whether streambrain phase entrainment functionally contributes to this buildup of rhythmic streams or whether it is merely an epiphenomenon of it. Here, we addressed this issue directly by experimentally manipulating endogenous stream-brain phase entrainment in human auditory cortex with non-invasive transcranial alternating current stimulation (TACS) [28] [29] [30] . We assessed the consequences of these manipulations on the perceptual buildup of the target stream (the time required to recognize its presence in a noisy background), using behavioral measures in 20 healthy listeners performing a naturalistic listening task. Experimentally induced cyclic 4-Hz variations in stream-brain phase entrainment reliably caused a cyclic 4-Hz pattern in perceptual buildup time. Our findings demonstrate that strong endogenous delta/theta stream-brain phase entrainment accelerates the perceptual emergence of task-relevant rhythmic streams in noisy environments. Figure 1A ) required listeners to continuously search for randomly occurring rhythmic streams of various musical chords [32] , which all fluctuated at a critical frequency of f c = 4 Hz. The f c rhythm of the streams was masked by background sounds ( Figure 1B ) and could only be identified over time based on its internal temporal structure and non-coherence with the acoustic background [27] . We applied f c TACS to experimentally entrain ongoing delta/theta oscillations bilaterally in auditory cortex [9] , a region that has been associated with attention-induced streambrain phase entrainment [1, 2, 12, 33] and stream segregation based on temporal incoherence [22, 23, 26, 32, 34, 35] . We cyclically varied the delay between TACS and the streams (hereafter referred to as ''stimulus phase lag'') ( Figure 1C ). We hypothesized that, if stream-brain phase entrainment functionally contributes to stream perception, this experimental manipulation should induce cyclical f c changes in neural stream-background segregation that would be observable as a corresponding f c oscillation in the perceptual buildup of streaming. Alternatively, if stream-brain phase entrainment is merely a by-product of stream perception, no systematic change in perceptual buildup should be observed.
RESULTS

Our behavioral task (
To test this, we first defined individual behavioral waveforms describing the measured buildup as a function of the strength of stream-brain phase entrainment (hereafter referred to as ''stream-brain synchrony'')-under the hypothesis that TACS influenced behavior via neuronal oscillatory phase entrainment as described above. Specifically, we associated full streambrain synchrony (0 ) with the listener's ''best stimulus lag'' (the stimulus phase lag for which we observed the listener's best performance) and weaker stream-brain synchronies with the remaining stimulus phase lags, while preserving the circular structure of the stimulus phase lags [7, 36] . We then tested whether the waveform resulting from this best-lag alignment exhibited characteristics of the hypothesized f c oscillation, i.e., whether strong stream-brain synchronies (values near 0 ) revealed an excitatory half f c cycle (i.e., relatively good behavioral performance) compared with weaker stream-brain synchronies (values near 180 ), which should exhibit the opposite. Figure 2A . Conforming with our predictions, inspection of the behavioral waveforms after best-lag alignment ( Figures 2B and 2C) revealed that buildup at all hypothesized strong stream-brain synchronies (300 , 60 ) was relatively brief, whereas it lasted relatively long at all hypothesized weak synchronies (120 -240 ), compared with buildup under sham stimulation (baseline; see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Although on average the longest buildup was not associated with full asynchrony (180 ), suggesting contributions from neuronal oscillations beyond f c ( [37] ; see the next section), these observations matched well the characteristics of the predicted f c oscillation. This notion was tested by statistically comparing the average buildup during the hypothesized excitatory half cycle (300 , 60 ) with that during the opposite half cycle (120 , 240 ), which revealed a significant difference in the predicted direction (t(19) = À2.12, corrected p = 0.048); see Figure 2D . The actual TACS benefit (excitatory halfcycle versus baseline) turned out to be non-significant (t(19) = À0.15, corrected p = 0.44). Importantly, the data point used for bestlag alignment (0 ) was excluded from the aforementioned analyses to exclude potential bias. Given that TACS can entrain endogenous neuronal oscillatory phase and no other variables varied systematically relative to our auditory streams, the only plausible explanation for the observed f c cycle in buildup are variations in the phase lag between the stream and f c endogenous neuronal oscillations. These results provide strong evidence for a facilitating role of stream-brain phase entrainment in the buildup of streaming.
The Effect Reflects Delta/Theta Neuronal Phase Entrainment To allow assessing possible contributions from neuronal oscillations beyond the critical delta/theta range, Figures 2E and 2F show magnitude spectra of the behavioral waveforms, illustrating the size of behavioral modulations induced by streambrain synchrony as a function of the frequency of the presumed underlying neuronal oscillations. Magnitude peaked at the frequency bin centered on 1f c and decreased monotonically at higher frequencies; thus, the variance in the waveform was explained best by oscillations resembling closely the TACS frequency. This observation was supported by a one-way ANOVA including center frequency (1f c , 2f c , or 3f c ) as factor, which revealed a significant main effect of frequency on spectral magnitude (F(1.95,37.12) = 7.46, corrected p = 0.0030). Post hoc tests further showed that the 1f c bin was significantly more explanatory than the 3f c bin (t(19) = 3.56, corrected p = 0.0031), but not the 2f c bin (t(19) = 1.42, corrected p = 0.086). These results underscore that the observed modulation of buildup by stream-brain synchrony is frequency-selective, consistent with the idea that it stems from phase entrainment of neuronal oscillations with frequencies approximating the TACS frequency.
Controls for Alternative Explanations
We conducted two control analyses to exclude that our findings could reflect possible response bias or other TACS-unrelated factors. First, an analysis of listener's performance during no-stream intervals (cumulative false alarm rate; see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures) replicated that full streambrain synchrony (0 , defined by the shortest buildup) was associated with the best performance and a significant difference from full asynchrony (180 ) (t(19) = À1.88, p = 0.038); see Figure 3A . This indicates that the observed stream-brain synchrony effect arose primarily from sustained perceptual changes in stream-background discriminability rather than changes in listeners' response strategy. Second, applying the original analyses to sham stimulation data (stratified by virtual phase condition) did not replicate the stream-brain synchrony effect on buildup (t(19) = 1.08, p = 0.85), the spectral peak at 1f c , or the main frequency effect on spectral magnitude (F(1.88,35.62) = 3.09, p = 0.061); see Figures 3B and 3C and the Supplemental Discussion. Importantly, a two-way ANOVA on buildup, including stimulation condition (TACS versus sham) and hypothesized excitability state (''excitatory'' versus ''inhibitory'') as factors, revealed a significant dissociation between the two factors (stimulation 3 excitability interaction: F(1,19) = 6.05, p = 0.024). These results show that the stream-brain synchrony effect on buildup did not occur spontaneously (i.e., without TACS) but was caused specifically by the delta/theta endogenous neuronal phase entrainment induced by TACS. A two-way ANOVA on spectral magnitude, including stimulation condition (TACS versus sham) and center frequency (1f c , 2f c , versus 3f c ) as factors, yielded no significant interaction (F(1.81,34.46) = 0.97, p = 0.38), suggesting that, although significant frequency selectivity was observed exclusively for the TACS data, this selectivity was only slightly stronger than for the sham data.
DISCUSSION
We found that slow rhythmic auditory streams emerge more rapidly from a noisy background when they are more synchronous with endogenous delta/theta neuronal oscillations entrained by TACS. To the extent that behavioral patterns reflect underlying neuronal patterns, this outcome provides strong evidence that delta/theta endogenous neuronal phase entrainment reported in prior studies [7, 12, 13, 16-18, 20] does not merely result from auditory streaming, but instead, plays a crucial role in its buildup. As shown by the control analyses, this role is both perceptual and causal in nature, supporting the main conclusion that phase entrainment of endogenous delta/theta neuronal oscillations with a rhythmic auditory stream in a noisy environment accelerates the emergence of that stream, in both brain activity and perception.
Link to Previous Streaming/Entrainment Studies
The finding of a causal role of delta/theta endogenous neuronal phase entrainment in auditory streaming is novel. Besides its potential practical implications (see the Supplemental Discussion), it extends findings from previous entrainment studies investigating detection of single lower-level acoustic events (gaps: [5, 6] ; tone pips: [4, 8, 11] ; clicks: [7, 9] ) to more complex events fluctuating rhythmically at a speech syllable-like rate [38] amid competing events and a more naturalistic task requiring continuous parsing of target streams. Our findings cannot be explained solely by a TACS-induced sequential neural enhancement of lower-level acoustic events, because individual target and A recent monkey electrophysiology study that used highly salient auditory streams requiring no buildup found a correlation between endogenous delta neuronal phase entrainment and streaming [12] . Our study extends these findings to humans and a more naturalistic listening situation requiring identification of target streams in an ongoing background. Previous human studies that found neural correlates of auditory streaming with similar stimuli [22, 23, 32, 34] or speech stimuli incorporating multiple segregation cues [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] could not completely disambiguate the relative contributions of endogenous neuronal oscillations and stimulus-evoked responses. While speech-induced phase entrainment possibly occurs independently of endogenous neuronal oscillations [39, 40] (but see [13, 20] ) and auditory streaming is reflected in stimulus-evoked responses along the auditory pathway (reviewed in [41] ), our study indicates that delta/theta endogenous neuronal oscillations can account at least partially for the previously observed correlates. Importantly, our findings extend these correlational findings by implying that delta/theta neuronal phase entrainment is not merely an epiphenomenon of auditory perceptual streaming but plays a critical role in it.
Similar to auditory streaming, beat/meter perception has been associated with neuronal phase entrainment [42] [43] [44] , but, thus far, entrained oscillations have not been completely disambiguated from evoked responses. Our paradigm, combined with transcranial current waveforms resembling the beat/meter, could be useful for resolving this issue.
Finally, considering that target streams were initially masked, the present findings add to accumulating evidence that phase entrainment of slow neuronal oscillations does not require the presence of salient rhythms in low-level acoustic features such as overall sound level, as previously thought [45] . Instead, it is becoming increasingly clear that low-frequency neuronal phase entrainment in the auditory system can arise exclusively from rhythms in high-level sound features [10, 17, 21, 46] or transcranially induced currents [8, 9] (present study).
Does Stream-Brain Phase Entrainment Build up?
It has been proposed that the central auditory system pre-attentively identifies temporally coherent sound-evoked neuronal responses to allow their integration into a unified stream representation that is perceptually segregated from temporally noncoherent sound elements [47] . Put differently, these putative temporal coherence computations seem to accumulate neural evidence to establish multiple stimulus-evoked neuronal rhythms for possible attentional selection. As already indicated (see the Summary), attentional selection of a rhythm may induce endogenous oscillatory phase entrainment in auditory cortical neurons exhibiting the selected rhythm and, in addition, counterphase entrainment in other temporally noncoherent neurons, thereby enhancing the neural segregation of the selected rhythm from other candidate rhythms [12, 45] .
Our finding that stronger stream-brain synchrony accelerates the buildup of stream segregation indicates a top-down contribution to streaming. More specifically, the initial stimulusevoked phase entrainment may be considered as accumulating auditory cortical evidence for, or against, a particular target stream that is defined ''top-down'' by expectancies and realized by endogenous cortical oscillations (and enforced by TACS in our study). This bottom-up evidence could then initiate feedback from frontal cortex [48, 49] to iteratively reorganize or refine the auditory cortical phase/counterphase entrainment so as to minimize the perceptual mismatch with that target stream. This would result in reciprocal and dynamic sharpening of the selected stream in terms of both phase/counterphase entrainment and neural/perceptual segregation from temporally noncoherent sounds. The duration of this proposed dynamic top-down process in streaming would depend on the initial match of the bottom-up input and top-down expectancies (conceptually analogous to the strength of TACS-induced sound-brain synchrony in our study).
The idea that stream-brain phase entrainment is not instantaneous but sharpens dynamically fits well with neuroelectromagnetic recordings showing that the precision of speech-brain phase entrainment in auditory cortex both may improve over time [13] and correlates positively with speech intelligibility and attention (reviewed in [50] ). It further provides a potential explanation for the observation that auditory cortical representations and percepts of more rapid streams build up more quickly [26] : such streams may simply allow quicker accumulation of sensory/perceptual evidence and thus faster phase refinement. Finally, the proposed buildup of stream-brain phase entrainment could underlie the ''reset'' of perceptual buildup that is observed in classical streaming paradigms when two alternating streams are interrupted for several seconds or when attention is relocated from some unrelated stimulus to the two streams [51, 52] . Both cases likely induce a neuronal phase shift that could consequently disrupt any prior streambrain phase entrainment and require neuronal phase refinement, Figure 2D , these data indicate that streams that were more synchronous with neuronal oscillations were discriminated more readily from the background. *p < 0.05. (B) Same as Figure 2D , but for sham data stratified by (virtual) phase condition, revealing no significant effect of stream-brain synchrony on buildup.
(C) Same as Figure 2F , but again for sham data, revealing no spectral peak at 1f c or a significant main effect of frequency on the size of the stream-brain synchrony-induced buildup modulations.
a prediction that may be verified in future studies using neuroelectric recordings.
Possible Neural Origin of the Stream-Brain Synchrony Effect Although we set parameters to induce the strongest streambrain synchrony effect in bilateral auditory cortex, the limited spatial specificity of TACS does not allow us to pinpoint the origin of this effect. Our observation of the best stimulus phase lag at $16 implies that buildup was most rapid when the transcranial current inflow (in lateral-medial direction) and outflow (in medial-lateral direction) peaked $72 and $197 ms, respectively, after the onsets of the stream elements in the ear, which hints at an involvement of late-latency auditory-evoked cortical potentials such as P1/N1a and P2. Previous studies using similar stimuli indeed found that stream segregation [23, 53] and temporal coherence analysis [32] correlate with neuroelectromagnetic-evoked activity in bilateral auditory cortex around $100-250 ms. Further experimentation using our paradigm with direct measures of neural activity will be necessary to resolve this question. 
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